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A SPRING AND SUMMER
CELEBRATION



The onset of SPRING & SUMMER brings thoughts of sunsets, 
barbeques, warm afternoons in the nearest park with friends, 

and sand in between your toes. This issue is a CELEBRATION 
of all of those nostalgic feelings that surround our favorite seasons 

outdoors and enjoying living life after the long winters. New FRESH 
colors, the scent of newly cut GRASS and the sound of breaking 

waves, all add up to our presentation of the BEST McGregor 
collection yet. This spring and summer issue sums it up and reminds 

us that LIFE is short and worth enjoying every sunny second!

SPRING
SUMMER 

2013 
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Luxurious, Colorful, Sexy and Fresh. 
McGregor Sportswear takes a big step into

the future with Spring/Summer ’13.
Harlow Pull

Ella Dot Skirt
Alex Tennis Jacket

Colum Colombine Fancy Windsor Shirt
Steven Striped Tie

Ryan Dunn Pant
Deny Marble Jacket

Salisbury Stripe Pull 
Smart Bootcut Jeans

Basic Taran Hooded Sweat, €99,95

6
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Number 1: Coby Big Dot Pull, Classic Rose Trenchcoat, Number 2: Paul Uni 
Fancy Windsor Shirt, €79,95, Ryan Dunn Pant, Jayden McGuire Jacket, Terrie 
Monogram Blazer, Ella Boat Neck Tee, Lyon Skinny, Number 3: June Bobby 
Bodywarmer, Canterbury Rugby, Number 4: Stapleton Fordyce Polo, €89,95, 
Channing George Check Pant
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Right Page: Punta Dress, Coby Big Dot Cardi
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Fine Stapleton Polo 
Hans Hopeman Sweater

Sadell Stripe Herlot Shorts
Ella Boat Neck Tee

Armon Short
Pieter Yell Fancy Sutton Shirt

Fine Stapleton Polo 
Krent Reznor Jacket

Rocket McMarlowe Jeans



Number 1: Paul Uni Fancy Windsor Shirt, Bowers Marwick Polo, Trevon Waltum Jacket, 
Sundown Blazer, Pickfords Singlet, George Pant, Fine Stapleton Polo, Tom More Fancy 
Ascot, Overland Huntley Rugby, Braided Belt, Ryan Dunn Pant, Highbridge Polo Pull, 
Scarlett Pleated Skirt Number 2: Harlow Pull, Ella Dot Skirt, Basic Taran Hooded 
Sweat, €99,95, Esat Stretch Gilroy Short, Alex Tennis Jacket Number 3: Stapleton 
Fordyce Polo, Pieter Yell Fancy Sutton Shirt, Springer Pull Cable, €99,95, Bree Duncan 
Short, €69,95, Number 4: Gish Pull, Smart Skinny, Coby Ajour Cardigan, Linn Pants, 
Number 5: Springer Goil Cardigan, €139,95, Diego Barry Fancy Sutton Shirt, Rocket 
McMarlowe, Ashton Buchan Pull, €109,95, Olsen Scarf Number 6: Gish Pull, George 
Print Pant, Graig Jupiner Polo, €79,95 Pickfords Stripe Henley Tee, George Print 
Shorts, Sean Ness Cardigan, €139,95, Jack Jade Polo, Ryan Dunn Pant
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S
et in the Roaring Twenties and 
centered around an enigmatic 
millionaire, the heady mix of 
glamour, adultery, prohibition 
and the American Dream served 
to define the general public’s 

perception of life in the upper reaches of early 
twentieth-century East Coast society. Narrated 
by outsider Nick Carraway, the book chroni-
cles the doomed relationships between ‘it-girl’ 
Daisy Buchanan, her boorish husband and her 
former lover Gatsby – previously penniless but 
now absurdly rich and the host of some of Long 
Island’s most extravagant parties. Highly ac-
claimed on its publication, the novel was adapted 
into a film in 1926 and then again in 1949 but 
it is the 1974 version, directed by Jack Clayton 
and starring Mia Farrow and Robert Redford that 
really catapulted the story to a legendary status. 
Sumptuously filmed in sun-drenched locations 
across Long Island, the iconic movie perfectly 

captures the decadence and selfishness of the idle 
rich whilst also giving a dignity to the title char-
acter. And with his white suit and blonde hair, 
Redford typified the all-American hero – a boy 
from humble beginnings who climbed his way to 
the top of society (albeit not always by the most 
legal of means...). Opposite him, playing the part 
of Daisy, Mia Farrow was perfectly cast as the 
charismatic and charming but ultimately selfish 
object of Gatsby’s affection. 

As good as the acting and direction were, the film 
in fact created the biggest stir with its costumes. The 
famous Hollywood designer Theoni V. Aldredge was 
given the job of recreating the 1920’s daring flap-
per styles and, as Mia Farrow was pregnant during 
much of the filming, the designer played with the 
silhouettes of the twenties and dressed her in loose, 
drop-waisted dresses to hide her bump. Alongside 
Redford’s double-breasted suits, high-waisted trousers 
and waistcoats, the clothes were a sensation, scoring 

the film an Oscar for best costume and creating a 
look that defined the mid-seventies.

Nearly forty years later and the Gatsby look is back. 
With a new stage version of the book premiering in 
London’s West End and a lavish remake of the film 
directed by Moulin Rouge maestro Baz Luhrmann in 
the cinemas, the fashion world is once again looking 
to the twenties as a source of inspiration. For men, 
double-breasted jackets have returned, cricket sweat-
ers are being worn over polo shirts and guys across 
the world are opting for a more elegant and refined 
look. Meanwhile girls are going crazy for art-deco in-
spired beading, black and white sporty tennis dresses 
and anything that captures the care-free elegance of a 
summer picnic on the lawn. With the latest version 
of the film starring style-icon Carey Mulligan as 
Daisy and Leonardo di Caprio in the title role, the 
Gatsby influence on fashion is only set to get bigger 
as the year goes on. But where on earth can we learn 
to Charleston these days?! §

Published in 1925, The Great Gatsby 
by F. Scott Fitzgerald is probably the 

quintessential American novel. 

THE GREAT

GATSBY
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Chambray Shirt, €99,95
Joppa Bogie Fancy Windsor Shirt, €89,95



Left Page: Linn Dress, Coby Solid Cardigan 
Right Page: Prep Stripe Dress, Stapleton Glavis Polo, Sean Calton Cardigan, Bree Duncan Short
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Ella Ruffle Dress, €79,95
Alex Stripe Swimshort, €59,95
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Hans Croy Hooded Sweat
Royston McFarlane Jeans, €129,95
Pieter Brandon Fancy Sutton Shirt

Canvas Belt
Glam Dot Blouse

Smart Skinny
Smart Jacket

Ella Dot Dress, €89,95
Jack Cullen Polo, €69,95

Kyle Brittle Sweat Cardigan
Ryan Dunn Pant, €99,95



Right Page: Sean Garthmore Cardigan, €169,95, Pieter Hyatt Windsor Shirt, €69,95, Chipp McFarlane Jeans
Left Page:  Jack Wormit Polo, €79,95, Ryan Dunn Pant, Shandon Scarf, Betty Top
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Starting at 
€ 89,95

A
lso known as khakis, chinos have a military history. Back
in the late 19th century British troops in India realised 
that their red tunics weren’t blending into the pale terrain 
and so developed a new light-weight cotton uniform. The 
fabric for this was dyed with mulberries to a sandy color 
called khaki, a name derived from the persian word for 

dust. Soon American troops stationed in the Philippines started wearing cot-
ton twill trousers dyed to a similar shade and nicknamed them chinos after 
the Spanish slang for China where the fabric was manufactured. Flat-fronted 
and tapered at the leg to save on fabric costs, these trousers were taken home 
to America where veterans continued to wear them as a practical but stylish 

alternative to the woolen trousers worn by civilians. Over the 20th century 
chinos were adopted by style icons such as Steve McQueen and Jack Kerouac 
as well as the preppy Ivy Leaguers and eventually became a mainstay of the 
all-American look.

The rise of the chino’s popularity runs alongside the history of McGregor and so 
it’s no surprise that the trouser has become a major feature of every collection – 
for men and women, in a variety of fits and in a rainbow of colors. Over the past 
few seasons especially, a whole new generation of fashionistas has rediscovered this 
American classic and, with everyone from David Beckham to Gwyneth Paltrow 
being spotted in a pair, the future of the chino seems safe. §

There are few garments in the wardrobe more versatile 
than a pair of classic chinos. Smart enough to be worn with a 

blazer and relaxed enough to pair with a t-shirt, this simple cotton 
trouser is worn by presidents and paupers alike and, alongside 

denim jeans, is synonymous with American style.

THE CHINO

SYNDROME
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Striped Bathing Suit
Stewart Check Swim Shorts
Graham Flower Print Swim Shorts
Striped Bikini
McGregor swimshorts starting at, €49,95



Number 1+2+3: Striped Bathing Suit, Stewart Check Swim 
Shorts, Graham Flower Print Swim Shorts, Striped Bikini
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Club Pull
Striped Bikini

Lenny Leith Fancy Sutton Shirt
Bailey Flower Print Swim Shorts

Bloomfield Dress
McGregor swimshorts starting at, €49,95

Special thanks to:
www.dulacetduparc.com
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Back in the Dolce Vita of the 1960s, when Liz Taylor 
and Richard Burton wanted to make a quick getaway from 
the paparazzi whilst holidaying in Capri, they didn’t rely 
on public transport. No, the only truly glamorous way of 

getting about was their Riva speedboat. 

A
t the same time, French bombshell Brigitte Bardot declared that 
she changed her Riva boat with every boyfriend and Sean Con-
nery bought one for himself with the fee from his last outing as 
James Bond. Alongside Aston Martin cars and Rolex watches, 
nothing defines the luxury and style of the international jet-set 
of the fifties and sixties than the sleek mahogany Riva.

Speedboats of course are often used on the coast to ferry people to and from 
their yachts but they are probably at their best when in a beautiful lake setting. 
Here, on the calm blue surface surrounded by mountains, they surely must be 
the most glamorous way to both travel and relax. Sit on the deck with a bot-
tle of something fizzy and catch the rays of that Alpine sun. Or, for the sporty 
amongst you (and those with good travel insurance cover!) do a bit of water-
skiing behind. You can stop off and catch your dinner by fishing from the back 
of the boat or – a much better option – don your best McGregor summer outfit 
and use the boat all evening as high-speed transport between any number of 
lake-side bars and restaurants. Nothing quite makes an entrance than having 
your Riva valet-parked on the jetty... 

Want to be a Riva Diva yourself? You might not be able to afford the actual 
boat, but here are a couple of places to taste the lifestyle, albeit maybe from 
the lakeside...

LAKE COMO Nestled in the foothills of the Alps, Como is one of the most 
famous and beautiful of the Italian lakes. Live out your Italian playboy – or play-
girl! - fantasies and sit in the shade of the apricot-trees on the terrace of Villa D’Este 
sipping a glass of prosecco and watching the sea-planes take off from the lake. You 
might even get a glimpse of local resident George Clooney – at the helm of his Riva 
Aquariva of course!

LAKE TAHOE Described by Mark Twain as ‘the fairest picture the whole 
world affords’, Lake Tahoe on the Californian/Nevada border is a dazzling, 
sapphire-blue body of water that has long been the bolt-hole of the rich and 
famous. Stay in the retro-glam Resort at Squaw Creek and then hop on your 
Riva to zoom over to the casinos on the Nevada side.

LAKE GENEVA Beautiful queen of French-speaking Switzerland, Geneva 
has always been a jet set playground. After downing a couple of glasses of 
fine local Swiss wine at a lakeside cafe, use your Riva to explore the stunning 
Alpine lake but take care to avoid soaking your mahogany deck under the Jet 
D’Eau, the world’s tallest fountain that shoots 140m high just off-shore. §

LAKESIDE
LIVING
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Jack Weem Polo, €69,95, Armon Barry Short, €79,95

Paul Uni Fancy Windsor Shirt, Ryan Dunn Pant, 
Terrie Monogram Blazer, Ella Boat Neck Tee, Lyon Skinny

McG  I  LAKESIDE LIVING



The formalwear lifestyle has never been so exciting! 
Distinction for McGregor stays modern, sophisticated, 

luxurious and with fresh sense of humour.

Orvinio Prato Jacket, €399,95, Taco Burton Shirt, Cruz Knitted Tie, Taron Tubre W Waistcoat, Edwin Lugano Trouser
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Left Page: Brad Annovi Pull, €99,95, Lei Burton Shirt
Right Page: Taron Tivoli W Jacket, €249,95, Lomazzo Burton Shirt
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Taron Tivoli W Jacket, €249,95
Latina Burton Shirt

Geraldo Knitted Tie
Braided Belt

Eboli Brendon Trouser

B
ack in the Roaring Twenties, in order to get ready for one of his in-
famous parties, Jay Gatsby would need a good few hours of pressing, 
starching and fastening and most probably the help of at least a valet 
or personal dresser.  Formalwear was anything but easy!  Of course, a 
couple of world wars and a social revolution or two gradually changed 

things but for a lot of regular guys, dressing up for a party, a wedding or even a fancy 
restaurant is still a lesson in discomfort and anxiety.  

However, over the past few years there has been a quiet evolution in formal mens-
wear.  Slowly but surely things are softening, loosening up and getting more relaxed. 
It started with new techniques in Italian tailoring construction where lighter fabrics 
required a more gentle touch and new technology allowed the canvassing (the hard 
horsehair fabric sewn into the front of a suit jacket) to be much softer.  The trend 
towards narrower shoulders and slimmer silhouettes did much to reduce the size of 
shoulder pads until recently when they started disappearing altogether.  Suddenly 
men got used to wearing a jacket that had a similar feel to wearing a cardigan – com-
fortable and casual whilst still appearing elegant.

At the same time, there has been a big trend towards washed finishes on tailoring 
fabrics and softer handles on everything from knitwear to shirting.  In the middle 

of a financial crisis, it seems vulgar to wear something that appears to be too new or 
flashy so the demand for fabrics with a vintage look has increased massively.  Over-
dying has become a much used technique – not just on cotton trousers as in the 
past but on knitwear and jersey and even more tailored garments such as blazers.  It 
gives the garments a used feel that can work so well when mixed with more formal 
clothes – it’s all about the contrasts!

Finally, a new generation of hip film and music stars have brought a relaxed attitude 
to the red carpets of premieres and award ceremonies.  This has inspired men all 
over the world to play with the conventions of formalwear – blazers with chinos, 
bowties with denim shirts, a tuxedo with a t-shirt, a suit with a roll-neck sweater – 
and suddenly the possibilities are endless!  Or, this coming summer, why not forget 
the jacket altogether and wear a waistcoat instead?  It’s the perfect way to give a 
tailored look but without it being too stuffy (and buy into the whole Great Gatsby 
trend at the same time!)

This season a quick a glance at the McGregor Distinction line will show you a 
whole selection of relaxed, comfortable but effortlessly stylish clothes that you can 
dress up or dress down depending on your mood or the situation.  And you won’t 
need a valet to help you get ready either! § 

UNBUTTONED 

ELEGANCE
Over the past few years there has been a quiet evolution 

in formal menswear. Slowly but surely things are softening, 
loosening up and getting more relaxed.
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Number 1:
Malosco Prato Suit, €349,95
Taco Burton Shirt

Number 2:
Osimo Paolo Jacket, €399,95
Herringbone Scarf
Braided Belt
Edwin Lugano Trouser

Number 3:
Taron Tivoli W Jacket, €249,95
Latina Burton Shirt
Geraldo Knitted Tie

Number 4:
Orvinio Prato Jacket, €399,95
Lestar Shirt
Alano Linen Tie

Number 5:
Taron Torino Jacket, € 299,95
Locri Burton Shirt
Alano Linen Tie
Edwin Lugano Trouser, €99,95
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Left Page: Marcon Torino Jacket, €399,95, Asia Burton Shirt, Alano Linen Tie, Elba Ancona Trouser, €139,95
Right Page: Striped Distinction Polo, Distinction polo’s starting at, €69,95



Orvino Prato Jacket
Tom Bruce Shirt, €119,95
Arnold Linen Tie, €69,95
Elba Ancona Trouser
 
Special thanks to:
IWC Watches
www.agrivivere.com
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Twenty One by McGregor continues its momentum with a 
fantastically EXCITING Spring & Summer Collection. A lifestyle 
fit for a SUMMER at the beach, eclectic music festivals, or soulful 
city life, Twenty One by McGregor CELEBRATES the start of its 
2nd year. Filled with fresh colors, new styles, new PRINTS, new 

washes, and a COOLER LOOK, McGregor’s new brand has taken 
a huge step into 2013. Whether it’s a late Saturday afternoon date, a 
hot band’s NEW SHOW, a lazy day at the beach, or a SHOPPING 

splurge, living in Twenty One by McGregor is just so easy now!

TWENTY ONE

McG  I  SECTION SPRING/SUMMER 2013  I  McG
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Ethan Check Garnet Swim Shorts
Vintage Bikini

Albee Shirt, €79,95
Smart Shorts

Ives Neal Shorts, €79,95
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Left Page: Smart Jacket
Right Page: Allan USA Swimshort, €89,95
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Number 1:
Drizzler Tee
Millar Weston Shorts
Bute Mangus Pull
Austin Shirt
Chino Skirt
Marcy Dress

Number 2:
Malcolm Aaron Tee, €39,95
Philip Brogar Shirt
Allen Harmon Jacket
Curly Printed Sherard Shorts

Number 3:
Stevenson Shirt, €89,95
Austin Pants

Number 4:
Pete Stevenson Shirt
Brera Cargo Shorts
Oxford Shirt
Ranger Belt
Avenue Short

2

3
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Up-and-coming musical talents such
as The Awesome Superpowers and 

Jürgen Visser have held miniconcerts in 
the shop window and fans and players 

alike gathered in the shop to celebrate the 
kick-off of the hockey season. And passing 

by in the summer evenings, you might even 
catch a beer-pong tournament or a party 
where you can make your own custom-

designed tartan bracelet.   

If you want to join the party and keep 
up with all our news and events, please 

like our Facebook page!   

Twenty One by McGregor flagshipstore:
Van Baerlestraat 74, Amsterdam

TWENTY ONE BY MCGREGOR

PARTY ON!

In spring 2012, Twenty One by McGregor finally got 
a place to call home in the super-hip Oud-Zuid quar-
ter of Amsterdam. Inspired by the interiors of New 

York lofts and general stores, the shop features vintage 
furniture, tartan walls and a relaxed vibe that perfectly 
reflects the collection itself. And, far from being just a 

show-space for the jeans, shirts, jackets and accessories, 
the store has become a cool neighbourhood hangout 

by holding a series of events and happenings.
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Number 1+3+4+7 : Ives Neal Shorts, Albee Shirt, €89,95, Smart Short, Ethan Check 
Garnet Swim Shorts, Vintage Bikini Number 2: Austin Dress, Osborn Stripe 
Neilson Shirt, Paxton Kilmann Sweater, €79,95, Number 5: Malcolm Aaron Tee, 
Number 6: Smart Short, Williamsburg Pull Number 8: Line Tee, Knotted Belt, Suzy 
Pants, Ednam Galloway Shirt
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Line Dress
Donegal Cardigan, €139,95
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Left Page: Albee Dress, Smart Jacket
Right Page: Ethan Check Garnet Swim Shorts, Albee Shirt, Smart Short, Vintage Bikini, Ives Neal Shorts



Shirts are versatile – they can be uptight, sexy, relaxed, boring or extravagant – 
and, after years of basking in the shade of their casual cousins polo shirts and 
t-shirts, they are back in the limelight. 

McGregor has always been an innovator in the world of shirting. During the 
heydays of the 50s and 60s, the company was one of the first to introduce 
non-wrinkle and easy-care styles (an absolute godsend in those pre-steam-iron 
days!) and the present-day design team continues this tradition by researching 
the latest in fabric technology. Silicone finishes are used so that a work shirt 
is pretty much good-to-go straight out of the tumble drier. At the same time, 
with the ever-growing trend towards laundered and vintage looks, garment-
washing, enzyme-dying and even sanding techniques are used to give your new 
shirt the look of an old favorite. Yarn technology is also playing it’s part with 

fabrics constructed from melange (or ‘heathered’) cotton which make stripes 
and checks look softer and less graphic – perfect for todays women’s styles.

This summer, the shirting offer from McGregor is stronger than ever. Checks 
continue to be important but they are smaller and textured with micro-designs 
and ginghams looking particularly fresh. Chambray can be worn casually but 
also dressed up and put under a suit with a tie for a relaxed/formal look. And 
print is back for both men and women – the perfect way of adding a bit of sum-
mer into your wardrobe!

So, next time you automatically reach for that safe pale-blue option, hesitate 
for a minute and consider the alternatives – there’s never been a better time to 
get shirty! § McGregor shirts starting at €69,95

SHIRT TALES

The humble shirt: it’s the mainstay of virtually 
every man’s wardrobe and is increasingly important in 

a lots of women’s too. They range from classic white and 
pale blue through to printed and multi-striped, from 

double-cuffed and formal to denim and cowboy. 
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Number 1:
Lenni Top

Smart Short
Royston McFarlane Jeans

Allan USA Swim Shorts

Number 2:
Ring Wess Shirt

Berord McFarlane Jeans
Glendale Tunic

Smart Skinny
Williamsburg Pull

Smart Short
Uni Polo, €49,95

Allan USA Swimshort

Number 3:
Pitfour Deveron Shirt, €99,95

Millar Cargo Carvic Jeans

Number 4:
Taylor Jacket

James Selfedge McFarlane Shirt
Duke Lancon Jeans
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I
n October 2012, he set out on a five-month 
journey around the world. Floris keeps a 
blog on his adventures at www.mbauniversi-
tyoflife.com. McGregor Magazine talked to 
Floris via Skype and asked him a number of 
relevant (and irrelevant) questions.

How do you look back on the Olympic Games? 
Did losing the finals contribute to your decision 
to leave the Dutch national hockey team?
“I had already announced my departure before 
the Olympic Games. The Olympics were a major 

highlight for me. Being part of the Olympics is in 
itself really fantastic, but winning a medal at this 
amazing event truly completes the experience. I’ll 
especially never forget the semi-finals against Great 
Britain, during which our entire team was unstoppa-
ble from start to finish. We won 9-2 and that match 
will go down in the history books as one of the best 
we’ve ever played. As for the final match against the 
Germans, to put it simply: it was an exciting match 
and could’ve turned out very differently if… But ‘if ’ 
doesn’t count in sports. Still, the silver medal is gold-
rimmed to me.”

After the Olympics, you set off on a five-month 
trip around the world. You’ve now reached the 
halfway point. How has your journey been so far?
“First and foremost, I’m extremely grateful that 
I’m in the position to make this journey. I deliber-
ately chose different types of destinations. What 
I’ve seen to this point and have learned as a result 
is too much to put into words. But to name few 
of my experiences thus far: walking a trail with a 
couple of Masai during which one of them traded 
15 cows to get a wife or climbing the Annapurna 
in Nepal, an intense and unique experience that 

Floris Evers (b. 1983) is known for being captain 
of the national hockey team. He played 228 international 

matches in which he scored 17 goals. He won the Champions 
Trophy three times and earned two Olympic silver medals, one 

in 2004 and one in 2012. After losing the finals at the Olympics 
in London, he announced that he was leaving the Dutch hockey 

team. Floris continues to play, however, for the Amsterdam 
national champion team, which is sponsored by McGregor.

FLORIS 

EVERS
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“Every day is a 
celebration here, 

but the most beautiful 
moments are when 

you see the joy of the 
people around you”

involved eight hours of walking without talking. 
I’ve given English lessons to the locals in Zanzibar 
and have explored the unique country of Bhutan, 
famous for its Gross National Happiness Index. 
I’m currently in India, working on yoga medita-
tion teacher training here in Goa. On my first 
day here, I felt like a kindergartener going to 
school for the first time. Of the 24 students in the 
group, all of whom have lots of yoga experience, 
I’m clearly and by far the worst. It’s extremely 
humbling as the winner of an Olympic medal to 
suddenly be the weakest in the group.”

What do you have on your iPod?
“It turns out my music collection is totally inap-
propriate for my journey. In the mountains of 
Nepal, I was enjoying the breathtaking nature 
and listening to music on my iPod on shuffle and, 
as I was looking around at the natural wonders, 
‘Broodje bapao’ suddenly started blaring from my 
headphones. At that point, I simply switched off 
my iPod and put it away.”

What has been your wildest experience so far?
“It’s not often I consider something totally wild, 
but I’m fascinated by a girl in my training pro-
gram here in Goa, who’s convinced she’s an alien. 
She is absolutely 100% certain that she’s from 
another planet. Since we approach everything 

here with an open mind, I can only assume that 
she’s speaking the truth.”

Which famous person would you have liked to 
have with you on your journey?
“I’d really like to travel with the Indian non-violent 
activist Mahatma Gandhi or with Pumba from the 
Lion King, so that he could sing ‘hakuna matata’ 
for me every morning.”

Do you have a talisman to protect you during 
your travels?
“Before I left, my girlfriend gave me a necklace with 
a lucky stone on it. I wear it faithfully and with 
pride and, so far, it’s done its job!”

Do you have a favorite item of clothing?
“My McGregor shirts have been fantastic to have 
on this trip.”
 
What has been your strangest culinary 
experience?
“In Bhutan, I was handed a large glass of tea. Since I 
love tea, I immediately started drinking it. Turns out 
I was a little too eager because, instead of sugar and 
milk, they put butter and salt in their tea. The worst 
part is that, as a token of hospitality, they double the 
amount of salt and you can’t decline a second or third 
cup, so I had to just grin and bear it.”

What was a truly joyous moment?
“Every day is a celebration here, but the most 
beautiful moments are when you see the joy of 
the people around you, like the smile of a 3-year-
old Indian boy I buy bananas from every day and 
purposely pay way too much.”

And most infuriating moment?
“I’m not easily angered.”

What else do you have on your bucket list?
“I’ve have two mantras that I try to live by. The first 
one is from a painting I have at home that reads ‘Aun 
aprendo’, which means ‘I’m still learning’. Another 
motto I like is ‘Existence is a fact, life is an art’. Con-
sidering these two sayings, I’ve got more than enough 
work cut out for me for the rest of my life. Of course, 
this doesn’t mean I always want to be traveling; I’m 
also extremely happy at home in the Jordaan district 
of Amsterdam.”

What’s the first thing you’re going to do when 
you get back to Holland?
“The first thing I’ll do isn’t suitable for print. But, af-
ter that, I’ll take a walk around the Jordaan, eat apple 
pie at the Noordermarkt and visit my parents.”

What would be the title of your autobiography?
“The journey is more important than the goal.” §
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Wallyford Kerry Tee, €34,95
Austin Bermuda

Sequince Gilet
Auny Ruffle Singlet

Brook Bermuda
Leather Belt

Dacron Loch Polo
Bas Kirby Scarf

Allan Swim Shorts

“Come play with us on the beach this summer. 
Our McG kids collection is fantastic & growing, 

just like the boys & girls in it!!”
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Nicky Lace Singlet
Pearl Singlet
Stripe Scarf

Miss Lily Skirt 
Moony Y/D Tee 

Leather Belt
Armon Gd Chino Bermuda

Junior Nate Shirt
Fine Stapelton Basic Polo

Terry Hooded
Ryan Worker Bermuda

Tierry Adam Shirt
Maurice Tee

Ryan Worker Bermuda
Shirts starting at €54,95



Bas Kirby Shirt
City Solid Polo, €59,95

Bryan Brad 5-Pocket
Nicky Cotton Lace Tee

Lola Mary 5-Pocket
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2

5

6

7

1

3

4

Number 1: Mandred Glenn Shirt, Dunblane Dean Tee, Austin Jeans, 
Number 2: Lola Brad 5-Pocket, Nicky Aw Tee, Lola Mary 5-Pocket, Dot 
Bikini, Armon Chino Bermuda, Stars & Stripes Bikini, Lola Mary 
5-Pocket, coloured pants starting at €64,95  Number 3: Tierry Adam 
Kirby Shirt, Lola Brad 5-Pocket, Number 4: Moony Singlet, Terry 
Hooded Cardigan Flower €64,95, Mary 5-Pocket, Number 5: Mooney 
Romper, Leather Belt, Bas Kirby Shirt, City Solid Polo, €59,95, Bryan 
Brad 5-Pocket, Number 6: Mandred Glenn Shirt, Dumblane Dean Tee, 
€34,95, South East 21 Tee, Austin Jeans, Number 7: Marcy Dress, €74,95
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Frankie Kames Shirt
Richmont Theo Polo, €44,95

Bryan Brad 5-Pocket
Nilla Tee, €39,95

Austin Jeans
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